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Paco Rabanne Pure XS - Eau
de Toilette for Men 100 ml
Price 119.00 €

Availability Out of stock

Similar Paco Rabanne Pure XS for Him

Description
Pure XS  by Paco Rabanne is a Aromatic Spicy fragrance for men.
"Pure XS is a vibrant, magnetic and fresh oriental with a permanent in-and-out between cold and hot, gentle and intense.
Two sensations on edge, brushing against, attracting and echoing each other. The first excess: explosive freshness. During
this foreplay, the senses go wild and the palate tingles with an overdose of almost icy ginger. A juicy, delicious, bite
inducing,aphrodisiac. A carnal second wind: the green creaminess of vegetal sap and ultra-masculine thyme. The second
excess and double indecency: smouldering sensuality. Cinnamon adds a piquant touch and makes mouths water. A spicy
sin!Followed by a surge of power with deep, noble vanilla infused with leather-liquor-musk inflections. Sweet animality. Finally,
it’s time to let go and sink into the pulsing warmth of myrrh dusted with sugar. A sensation of overheated skin to enter an
altered state. And, quickly, a pure longing to indulge once again. "
The first-born who has also inherited an exceedingly hot physique.
Remarkably young, extremely brilliant, insanely wealthy, hugely beautiful. Excess in its purest state. His sex-appeal is
disturbing, beyond-control. It would appear he has it all, a pure utopia. Pure desire. Magnetic, excess in its purest state.
A contemporary design that gives rise to the idea of a lighter, Pure XS opens up, one handed with a black lacquered cap. The
bottle is a weighty glass with polished edges: instinctive and substantial. Packaged in velvet, all is luxuriously sensual. Electric
blue and gold, the shock of sensory contradictions.
Explosive freshness and burning sensuality.
Robust, manly, irresistible vapours that hover between the purity of raw desire and the pleasure of excess.

Fragrance notes
- Top Notes: Green Sap, White Thyme
- Heart Notes: Ginger, Cinnamon
- Base Notes: Vanilla, Myrrh
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